We present a topic boundary detection method that searches for connections between sequences of utterances in multi party dialogues. The connections are established based on word identity. We compare our method to a state-of-the art automatic topic boundary detection method that was also used on multi party dialogues. We checked various methods of preprocessing of the data, including stemming, lemmatization and stopword filtering with a text-based as well as speech-based stopword lists. Using standard evaluation methods we found that our method outperformed the state-of-the art method.
Motivation
The task of summarizing meetings requires a chain of preprocessing steps (see e.g. Zechner (2002) ). Dialogue segmentation is crucial especially for longer meetings. In this paper we introduce a dialogue segmentation module that automatically puts topic boundaries in meeting data 1 . As reference data we use the ICSI Meeting Recorder Project Data (ICSI data) (Janin et al., 2003) .
Recent work on automatic dialogue segmentation was done not only on text, but also on meeting data (Galley et al., 2003; Georgescul et al., 2006) . The first uses Lexical Cohesion for detecting topic breaks, based on word identiy. The second uses Support Vector Machines trained on manually annotated data. The features are based on tf * idf , tf * normal and log * entropy of word frequencies.
The motivation behind our work was to develop a method to test the influence of various parameters (e.g. stemming vs. lemmatizing) in order to find a reliable method for topic boundary detection. The motivation behind topic boundary detection in general is to be able to divide the meetings into topically related subsegments. The project in which framework these experiments were carried out aims at the automatic summarization of multi party dialogues. Following manual procedures to summarize meetings, topic boundaries have to be detected, especially for longer meetings. Our hypothesis is that smaller entities of the meeting are easier to summarize than the whole meetings. Therefore a reliable dialogue segmentation method is necessary.
Related Work
A lot of work has so far been done on the task of automatic topic boundary detection. The approaches fall into three categories: the first type of approach works with statistical and supervised learning methods (Kan et al., ; Passonneau & Litman, 1997; Reynar, 1999; Beeferman et al., 1999; Utiyama & Isahara, 2001; Tür et al., 2001; Lagus & Kuusisto, 2002) . The second type of approach is based on lexical cohesion via lexical chain building using external knowledge sources (like thesauri) (Morris & Hirst, 1991; Kozima, 1993; Foltz et al., 1998; Landauer et al., 1998; Galley et al., 2003; Stokes, 2003; Popescu-Belis et al., 2004; Olney & Cai, 2005) . The third type combines statistical with similarity measures as e.g. Hearst (1997) and Choi (2000) . Two most recent approaches are presented by Hsueh et al. (2006) , where the approach presented by Galley et al. (2003) is extended in two ways: first, it used automatic speech recognition output, and second it aimed at detecting subtopic boundaries as well as maintopic boundaries. Another recent approach is presented by Georgescul et al. (2006) , where Support Vector Machines were used.
These approaches have several drawbacks. The supervised learning based approaches need annotated data. These can either be artificial, as in the research which uses concatenated texts or breaks provided by the authors of the texts (e.g. chapters in a book) or they can be manually annotated. This takes time and in general there are few topic breaks within one document, resulting in a data bottleneck problem. Additionally with manual annotation there is the problem of evaluating the manual annotation. Similarity measures use external knowledge sources such as a thesaurus. These provide some improvement but as with most collections they are limited and mostly rather general in context, which can be a problem when dealing with specialized texts. By combining statistical methods and similarity measures TextTiling (Hearst, 1997) was able to overcome these limitations somewhat. But most approaches so far have only been developed and tested on written texts rather than speech or transcribed speech.
The ICSI Meeting Recorder Project Data
The meetings that serve as basis for this work have been collected within the ICSI Meeting Recorder Project (Janin et al., 2003) (ICSI data) . This collection contains 75 meetings recorded at ICSI during research meetings.
The data has been transcribed manually and divided into "segments". These are turn-like elements, but very often they interrupt sentences and thoughts. Therefore, we created an additional division called "spurts" (Shriberg et al., 2001) . If, for a certain speaker, the pause within his/her speech is longer than 500 ms, the amount of speech be- 
DiaSeg vs. LcSeg
LcSeg (Galley et al., 2003) is based on the idea that lexical chains can represent the discourse structure. Lexical chains are so called "sequences of related words" which "provide the lexical cohesive structure of a text" (Barzilay & Elhadad, 1999) . Morris & Hirst (1991) described the first computational model for creating lexical chains, which was not implemented. The authors used lexical cohesion relations, which are (in their description) categories, index entries and pointers in Roget's Thesaurus. Chains are created by taking a new word from the text and finding a related chain for it according to relatedness. The distance between occurrences of related words are taken into account as well. The strength of a chain is determined using repetition, density and length. This method has the advantage that finding the appropriate chain for a word is equivalent to disambiguating the word. But Morris & Hirst (1991) did not require the words in the chains to which they belonged to have the same sense. Hirst & St-Onge (1998) proposed a method for using WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) for building lexical chains. WordNet is organised in synonym sets (synsets), which are the sets of all the words sharing a common sense. Polysemous words appear in more than one synset. Words of the same category are linked through semantic relations like synonymy and hyponymy. Galley et al. (2003) used only identiy between terms to form the chains. Afterwards the chains are divided into subchains. A weighting scheme is also applied, where chains are weighted based on frequency and compactness.
Next, the lexical cohesion is calculated at each turn break. The cosine similarity is calculated based on lexical chains that overlap two adjacent windows. The resulting function is smoothed and each local minimum in this function is treated as a possible boundary. Based on maxima of cohesion on both sides of the minimum a hypothesized segmentation probability is calculated. Finally, the boundaries with the highest probability are selected (Galley et al., 2003) .
Our own segmentation algorithm DiaSeg is also based on word identity, but instead of building all chains and analyze probabilities of boundaries, we place boundaries at the same time as analyzing the texts. We use several parameters in exploring our method. "Morphology" can either be stemming or lemmatizing. "Filter" can either be based on a stopwordlist for text or for speech. After both preprocessing steps have been performed, we walk through the text and determine whether to place a boundary or not. The idea behind our method is that if two windows of data are connected, then there should not be a boundary between them. As every turn is a potential boundary, the method walks turn-wise through the whole meeting. Two windows of the same size are checked whether they are connected or not. If they are connected the method moves forward one turn and inspects the next two windows. If they are not connected, a boundary is placed. Figure 1 shows an illustration of the DiaSeg method. As soon as a connection between two windows is detected, the two windows are assumed to belong together and a boundary is placed. The algorithm moves one step further. In case no connection is found between the two windows a boundary is placed between the two windows. This is illustrated between Window 2 and Window 3. Window 1 and Window 2 share at least one word and therefore they belong together.
Evaluation with P k and W D
For the evaluation of the automatic method two metrics are used here: P k (Beeferman et al., 1999) and WindowDiff (W D) (Pevzner & Hearst, 2002) . Both have been developed to take into account that topic boundaries do not necessarily match exactly. Beeferman et al. (1999) describes an error metric as a formalisation that one segmenter is better than the other if it more relyably identifies when two sentences belong to the same document and when they do not. P D (which is the general form of P k ) calculates the "probability that two sentences drawn randomly from the corpus are correctly identified". Formula 1 shows how this is being calculated between two topic annotations ref and hyp where δ ref is an indicator function and δ hyp is one if the two indices are hypothesised to belong to the same document and zero otherwise. The function D is a distance probability distribution, over the set of possible distances between sentences chosen randomly from the corpus. Beeferman et al. (1999) present several possibilities for D. If D is uniform across the text, the metric might be too forgiving. Another possibility is D = E µ , which is an exponential distribution with µ −1 fixed to the mean document length for the domain. In practice D = k is used, where the window size k is half the average segment length in words.
With this metric a number between 0 and 1 is achieved, where 0 is reached only if the boundaries match exactly. Pevzner & Hearst (2002) discuss an alternative to P k . They argue that P k has a "flawed" fundamental premise and "significant drawbacks". Apart form the problems P k has on penalising errors, the authors also argue, that P k is unintuitive. Although a perfect systems scores P k = 0 and baseline systems (like putting a topic break everywhere or none at all) score P k = 0.5 it is "not clear how the scores are scaled". Pevzner & Hearst (2002) offer an alternative to P k , namely WindowDiff (W D), which is based on P k . W D works as follows: "For each position of the probe, simply compare the number of reference segmentation boundaries that fall in this interval (r i ) with the number of boundaries that are assigned by the algorithm (a i ). The algorithm is penalised if r i = a i , which is computed as |r i − a i | > 0". Formula 2 shows the formula behind this description, where b(i, j) represents the number of boundaries between positions i and j in the text and N represents the number of sentences in the text.
Experiments
In these experiments several parameters of DiaSeg were tested and evaluated. First, we tested the segmentation. In order to evaluate the differences between spurt-and segment-based annotations, we used the manual annotation provided by Galley et al. (2003) in its original version, which was done on segments. For the comparison of the spurt based data we used a gold standard generated over the manual annotation done on 12 meetings by at least 2 human annotators. The reasons for the usage of spurts was that segments very often interrupt thoughts and sentences. Therefore, the baseline of using every segment as a potential boundary is not exactly correct, as many segments are part of a larger sentence or part of a set of sentences. Therefore, using spurts as a basis of potential boundaries is more accurate.
Second we tested filtering for two different stop words lists, one that was based on texts and another one that was based on speech. The reason why we wanted to test these two lists independent of each other and not rely on one list lies in the data. Although multi party dialogues are speech, their language differs from casual telephone conversations. There are portions where the conversations are very casual, but in some occasions the language is quite formal, for example during a presentation. Therefore, it cannot be assumed, that the stopword list for speech automatically performs better than the one for text.
The third parameter was the usage of different methods for morphological analysis. Both lemmatization and stemming was used in the past, but as we use a different approach, testing which of the two performs better in our application was necessary to be tested in order to get the best quality possible.
Manual Annotation
Three human annotators were asked to mark topic boundaries in 12 randomly selected meetings from the whole corpus. Detecting topic boundaries in meetings is not a trivial task even for humans. In our data the boundaries between topics are rarely marked explicitly. In some cases statements like "the next topic ..." occur, but in most cases the annotators have to rely on implicit clues in detecting boundaries or they have to place them somewhere in a slow transition from one topic to another. Therefore, clear-cut true vs. false metrics like κ do not work in these cases. The evaluation with κ would run into several problems. First, with topic boundaries it is difficult to say whether a topic boundary is correctly placed or not. Second, a meeting has 1,000 possible topic boundaries, but only 10 real boundaries. So even if the annotators disagree on all topic boundaries, they do agree that 980 possible boundaries are none. Consequently κ will be close to or below 1. On the other hand if only the boundaries are considered which were marked by both annotators it can easily be the case that they agree on few or none at all. Therefore, κ would be close to 0.
In Galley et al. (2003) Cochran's Q was suggested to provide a method to evaluate manual annotations for this case. Cochran's Q tests whether the assignment of boundaries by the human annotators is randomly distributed. This evaluation method has one advantage as compared to other tests: it can be even used when there is only a small amount of samples tested. Formally, Q is expressed as follows: (3) where N is the number of annotators, m the number of examples L i is the number of positive answers of annotator i and T j is the number of positive answers for all annotators for the jth example. The resulting number gives the degrees of freedom under which the significance level can be checked in the appropriate table. Galley et al. (2003) report that on 19 of 25 (76%) meetings manually annotated for topic boundaries the interannotator reliability is significant on the 0.05 level. In our data we found that 9 out of 12 (75%) meetings, which were manually annotated, showed an interannotator reliability that is significant on the 0.05 level.
From the manual annotation we derived a Gold Standard annotation. This is used for the evaluation of the automatic method. The three manual annotations were examined and a Gold Standard annotation was put in the meeting if two annotators placed a boundary within 10 segments of each other. Table 1 shows results on applying LcSeg both to the segment-and the spurt-based data. The results are comparable to results reported by Galley et al. (2003) for the same dataset. The single results though vary greatly in range. The results in Table 1 serve as a baseline for our experiments. The figures indicate that there is a 20% chance that a boundary is wrong, if this method is used to place topic boundaries. Using spurts the results indicate that the chance is closer to 30% that a boundary is wrong. Table 1 : Comparison between spurt-based evaluation and segment-based evaluation using LcSeg and comparing to manual annotation. Results reported in the original work are also given for comparison.
Results
In the first experiment we wanted to determine the best window size to determine connections between windows. Table 2 shows first results for applying DiaSeg to the data without pre-processing. For segments we achieve very good results with a window size of 40 segments. Results for smaller window sizes are also comparable to results reported in (Galley et al., 2003) . The right half of the table shows the results for the spurt-based data. The best results are achieved with a window-size of 30 spurts. Comparing these results with the baselines we can see that for segments there is an improvement, but for spurts there is none, when evaluating with P k . Using W D shows an improvement on most windowsizes. Table 2 : Determining the window size both for spurts and for segments on plain text using DiaSeg.
As mentioned before, we experimented with various parameters. These parameters were morphological analysis and filtering. One filtering was based on a text stopword list (StopSpeech) and the second filtering was based on a speech stopword list (StopText). Both were provided by LcSeg. First, we tested the parameters independent of each other with DiaSeg. Table 3 shows results for independent testing of the parameters stemming and filtering for StopText and Stop- For the spurt-based data using stemming alone does not improve the results. Filtering for StopText improves the results slightly as compared to Table 2 , but they still do not reach the results comparable to those achieved with LcSeg. Filtering for StopSpeech does not only increase the window size but it also worsens the results. Table 4 shows the results for the segment-based data (left half) and the spurt-based data (right half), using both P k (upper half) and W D (lower half). Here the data is used with DiaSeg combining stemming with the two filtering methods. All results are averaged over the available data and compared with the respective manual annotations.
For the segment-based data we observe that compared to Table 3 the filtering with StopText combined with stemming gives an improvement for the same window size (40 segments). Using StopSpeech gives a more substantial improvement, but at a larger window size (90 segments). Additionally, compared to Table 4 : Results for DiaSeg on segment and spurt based data, using various window sizes and combining stemming with different filtering methods
Conclusions
In this paper we reported several results. First, we showed that results depend highly on various factors: segmentation -(segments vs. spurts), filtering -(with a stopword list based on text (StopText) vs. a stopword list based on speech (StopSpeech)) and second whether the words are stemmed or lemmatized. These factors were tested, using a computationally simple method DiaSeg which was compared to a state-of-the art tool LcSeg. DiaSeg relies on the idea that links between windows of text indicate that the portions of text covered by each window belong together. Even without preprocessing, we found that this method outperforms the reference methods. By applying various pre-processing steps to the data, we were able to further improve the results. On the segment-based data we found the combination of stemming and filtering with StopText best and for spurts the combination of stemming and filtering with StopSpeech gave the best results.
One reason why DiaSeg performed better than LcSeg is that DiaSeg places fewer boundaries than LcSeg. In average DiaSeg places 7.78 boundaries/meeting, whereas LcSeg places 8.32 boundaries/meeting. The manual annotation has in average 5.96 boundaries. The results indicates that DiaSeg not only places fewer boundaries, but also that the few boundaries are also placed correctly.
For future work testing and extending DiaSeg to text (e.g. Wall Street Journal, etc.) would be worthwhile to show whether this approach is competitive in this domain as well. Additionally, more sophisticated methods for finding links between adjacent windows could be used. Finally, the reasons for the differences between segment-based and spurtbased data should be explored further. As both evaluation methods have some drawbacks testing a method proposed by Georgescul et al. (2006) would be interesting as well.
